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weighed in a vacuum), in ioo true c.c. (equal to the volume of ioo grams
of water at 4° weighed in a vacuum) at 20° C. and reading at 20° C. in a
tube 20 cm. long. For testing flasks graduated in accordance with this
new definition, it should be remembered that ioo true c.c. of water at 20°
weigh 997174 grams, weighed in air with brass weights (equal to 99-8234
grams weighed in a vacuum). This will then represent the weight of water
required to fill the ioo c.c. (true) flask at 20° C.1
A variation of a few milligrams in the case of ioo c.c. flasks is allowable,
the ordinary variations in the density of the air being sufficient to introduce
a difference in the third decimal figure. For ordinary purposes, flasks with
an error not greater than + 0-05 per ioo c.c. may be used.
(6) description of the apparatus. Any half-shadow polarimeter,
suitably graduated, may be used as a saccharimeter. For instance, the
Laurent polarimeter is often provided, on its graduated circle, with the
saccharimetric scale (usually that of Soleil, the ioo point corresponding
with 21° 14') as well as the ordinary degree scale.
Those saccharimeters with a Ventzke scale which are commonly used
(also half-shadow) are, however, constructed according to another system,
that of compensation, of which there are two principal types: simple and
double compensation. The arrangement of the essential optical parts of
these two forms of saccharimeter wiU first be indicated, and the construction
of the latest and most perfect model will then be described in detail.
In the saccharimeter with simple compensation, the optical parts of which
are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 41, the light rays traverse first a system
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fig. 41
of convergent lenses L and are thus concentrated on the half-shadow polariser
P (constructed according to JeUet and Cornu's principle or according to
that of Lippich), which divides the field of vision into two zones separated
by a vertical straight line. The rays, which axe thus polarised, pass through
the tube T containing the solution to be examined, then through a quartz
plate with parallel faces H and two wedge-shaped quartz plates M and N
with rotation of the opposite sign to that of H. Of these two plates, which
constitute the compensator, one, N, is stationary, whilst the other, Af, can
move parallel to its original position so as to alter only the total thickness
of quartz in the compensator. Beyond the compensator comes the polaris-
ing nicol A, and lastly an eye-piece tube 0. When the tube T is not in the
apparatus and the movable wedge M is in such a position that the total
thickness of the two wedges is equal to that of the plate H, the two halves
of the field of the eye-piece are equally illuminated ; in such position the
zero of the scale (marked on the framework of the movable wedge) coincides
with the zero of the vernier (marked on tibte framework of the stationary
wpdge). If, however, the tube T containing tiie sugar solution is inter-
* See ZeitscJw. fe$ Veyf for fowtwh, Znck^Ind., 1900 (general part), p. 357,

